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OPERATING HANDBOOK AND OTHER
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Mark Swatek
President and Board Member

Mark Swatek is one of the original M*MOPA
Board members who met in Atlanta, Georgia, in
April 1991, to begin the formation of the
Association. Since that time, he has been the
Association's Secretary-Treasurerand
Chairman of the Safety and Training
Committee.
Mark began flying at 14 and received his private
pilot license on his 17th birthday. He now has
over 2,900 hours total time, with over 1,100
hours in his 1987 Malibu, 801DC, the 1992
"Queen of the Fleetnwinner. Previously, the
Corbin Baby Ace, fixed gear Skylane, and
Turbo Skylane RG were the "aircraft of choice"
for Mark, until the "right" Malibu came on the
market in 1990.
He and his wife - Phoebe, and son - Kevin,
reside in Lake Geneva, Wisconsin. As a
member of M-MOPA, you're invited to E-mail
Mark at skyking@genevaonline.comwith any
thoughts or questions that you have about
safety, training, or questions about the
Association. Fly Safely!

The Malibu Mirage Owners and
Pilots Association would like to
acknowledge and welcome MMIG46,
our European Malibu, Mirage, Meridian,
and JetProp organization to our worldwide community! The organization is
headed by Christoph Parbel, Chairman,
and Dr. Michael Offermann, Speaker.
MMIG46 is planning some exciting
flyouts this year and will be sending
some articles for our magazine soon. To
learn more about the organization and if you're interested in flying to Europe to
partake in one of their many activities go to the M*MOPA website and "click
on" the recommended links and go to
MMIG46 !

seeing him at our M*MOPA functions for
a long time. Good luck in your new
endeavors, and always be aware that this
membershipowes you much gratitude for
your tireless commitment to M*MOPA.
If you would like to E-mail or write
Sy and congratulate him on his years of
servicefor M*MOPA,please E-mail him
at skysy@mindspring.com or at his
address in the membership directory.
New M*MOPA Subtitle Name

Please take a close look at the "new"
M*MOPAsubtitle name on the magazine
and on the website. "Representing
Malibu, Mirage, Meridian, and JetProp
Owners and Pilots Worldwide" was
Sy Weiner, Founder
createdbythe M*MOPABoard to capture
and Magazine Editor
the full organizational membership for
The M*MOPA Founder and Editor our group. With the arrival of the
of our quarterly magazine is retiring as Meridian, and the JetProp, M*MOPA
Editor after 10 magnificent years as the wishes to make these owners and pilots
inspiration for the M*MOPA magazine. worldwidewelcomeand part of this highly
Sy's desires are to take on new challenges respected organization. Also, owners
in his life, and would like the M*MOPA and pilots of all other aircraft such as the
Board to find a new inspirational editor TBM 700, and the PC 12, are very much
to carry on the growth of this highly welcome as well. Please, remember that
regarded aircraft magazine. During the although we may not all be flying identical
interim, Paul Neuda, our publisher will aircraft, we are all operating in very similar
oversee parts of the editor functions. hostile environments and in similar
Sy's hope is that one of our M*MOPA "challenging" situations.
members who flies a PA-46 aircraft
and who has a goal to see the magazine
New Website Enhancements for
enhanced as a member benefit would
www.rnmopa.cum
step up to this rewarding challenge. If
you have any interest, please contact
As of March 1,2000, the M*MOPA
either Russ Caauwe, Executive
Director of MoMOPA, or myself for website, under the leadership of the
ACROsonics firm, has taken on a new
further details.
look and a more member friendly feel to
At this time, let me be the first to thank make your use of the website quicker
Sy for his vision and his passion for this and more informative. With many
organization. Without his desire to see member suggestions, the M*MOPA
this aircraft prosper and fly during the website has been streamlinedin the Help
"dark" hours in the early 1990's, this sections, incident reports and For Sale
group of owners and pilots would not be web pages. Your Help experts, Rick
here today. Although Sy is retiring from Moline in Airframe and Engine, Kurt
the Editor's position, I look forward to
Continued on Page 6
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From the Flight Levels - Continued from Page 5

Schendel in Avionics, and Lester Kyle
in Flying Skills are committed to
responding quickly to as many
questions on the site as possible. Also,
these gentlemen are enhancing the
page with a "Frequently Asked
Questions" section, and telling you
about problem areas they see as they
service or fly PA-46 aircraft, (please
note the avionics bulletin on the KI225 for Mirage aircraft).
Next, aspecial 'ThankYou," to David
Pomerance for working very closely with
ACROsonics to make the incident web
page more friendly and timely on PA-46
topics in that subject area.
Also, although we were not able to
capture the-web archives of previous
years, and previous information will
disappear after 60 days, we have two
offerings to replace that information.

First is the annual index for the
reference manual for all the MoMOPA
magazine issues since the first
publishing, and second, in case of a
real information emergency for you or
your mechanic, MeMOPA is offering
the services of Kevin Mead for those
instances. As published previously,
MoMOPA and Kevin Mead have
forged an arrangement to have Kevin
use a MoMOPA phone for weekday
emergencies on your aircraft. The
number is 316-728-8634. This is a
one year test to see if there is a need for
this service as another member benefit.
If it is successful, we will continue
this offering.

I hope you will agree that the
enhancements to the website and the
increased member benefits are genuine
commitments by the MmMOPA Board
of Directors to the website and to the
membership. Although more enhancements are in the very near future, rest

assured that MeMOPA will continue
to give the membership exciting new
cutting edge benefits for belonging to
MeMOPA.
Kansas City "Enrichment" Seminar

May 20 & 2 1,2000 is approaching
quickly and our second MMS&TF
enrichment course is filling quickly!
The attendees in San Antonio were
pleased with the knowledge and flying
they received during that weekend.
Based on their suggestions, we have
added their ideas to the next seminar.
Don't forget AIG, a large PA-46
underwriter is giving a premium
discount for successfully completing
this course. Contact Russ Caauwe or
Mona Rathmel for the next seminars
in Kansas City in May; Baltimore in
September; and the West Coast area
in November or December.
Until then, Fly Safe!

A viation Specialist

CUSTOMIZED CLIENT SERVICE
Beghmhg Widb Liic l%W to Know Om Uient's Values-d,R

Specific Policy R e s e a r c h
Client Updating
Insurance Contract R e v i e w

Our Comdtment=
To serve our clients with such care and excellence that
[ they cannot find comparable value elsewhere.

SERVING THE
AVlAnON

1

P. 0.Box 3474
Simi Valley, California 93093
Tel: (805) 522-3428
Fax: (805) 522-1739

INDUSTRY
Don M. Grondin

SINCE 1979
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Dick was our M-MOPA President for 1994 and 1995. A retired USAF Colonel with
28 years of Active, Guard, and Reserve time with about 2500 hours in fighters as a
USAF Flight Surgeon, he is currently an Anesthesiologistin Austin, Texas. Dick has
been a member of the M-MOPA family since a year after its conception. His hobbies
are camping, backpacking, scuba diving, sailing, fishing, computers, and driving his
truck, but his greatest love is flying his Malibu.

The Eyes Have It!
We pilots live and survive primarily
with our eyes. It was late afternoon
and I was trying to accept a visual
approach to runway 19 at LAS. The
sun was just setting over the western
hills and the glare and haze produced
an almost complete IMC situation. I
could just make out the approach end
of runway 25, but runway 19, tucked
into the edge of Las Vegas, was
obscured by the glare. I knew where I
wanted to go, but had to have tower
vector me there until short final.
After landing, seeing the taxiways
was equally blinding, and I asked the
tower to call my turn. After turning
north on the parallel taxiway, ground
said, "Betyou're happy to be going north
now!" They must see this frequently
there. I made it through this blinding
situation with my Blue Blockers and my
stick-on reading lens. This combination
allowed me to cut through the haze as
well as read the approach plates and the
other information in the cockpit.
Another pair of flying glasses I use
for seeing out through the haze is a set of
Blue Blockers - they eliminate the long
wave lengths, and enable one to pick out
targets better - to which I have attached
a set of fly fisherman's flip down reading
lenses. Fly fishermen use these on their
polarized lens glasses to enable them to
re-tie a very small hook.

The reason for this age related loss of
ability to see small print is called
"Presbyopia". This is the aging lens in
our eyes progressive inability to get the
light rays down to a point on our retina.
This is often manifest in 40 year old plus
pilots at night, or when the pupil is more
dilated,requiringthe lens to pull together
more light rays to a point.
I first became awareof my Presbyopia
at age 45 during a night flight, when I
realized I could not see well enough to
set the altimeter. I also realized I couldn't
read the fine print on the pubs. Scary
manifestation-Igot my biggest, brightest
flashlight out in order to see.
Now I carry about 5 sets of reading
glasses in the cockpit! Hopefully, you
will pick up your Presbyopia changes
at your flight physical before you do
in the cockpit. For pilots between 2040, one should see an Eye Specialist
MD (Ophthalmologist) at least once
during that period for a real eye
examination. When between 40 and
65, see an Ophthalmologist every two
years. Over 65, see the Doc every
year. Why? Because there are vision
changes that may not be just from age
related Presbyopia.
I am not an Ophthalmologist, but
years of aviation medicine have taught
me some things about pilot vision. One
is "floaters" - tiny spots that float across
our vision. Most of the time they are

benign, but may signal more serious
problems. Visual decrement may be
from cataracts -the clouding of the lens.
These can be corrected surgically.
A more serious condition is the
insidious and often asymptomatic
increasedpressure in the eye (Glaucoma),
which can lead to blindness if not
medically treated. Glaucoma is often
diagnosed only by a special test the Eye
Doc does. Macular degeneration is the
loss of the central part of the retina
which distinguishes fine detail, and
needs to be diagnosed and treated by the
Eye Doc before blindness sets in.
Any diabetic should see the Eye Doc
more frequentlydue to the complications
of diabetic retinopathy - aprogressive
condition of poor blood flow to the retina
and progressive blindness. So, the first
step for the pilot is to have the visual
acuity and eye pressure done at the time
of yourflightphysical,but also, toconsult
the Opthamologist for any concern of
visual change.
For more information, consult the
National Eye Institute at their web site:
www.nei.nih.gov or the American
Academy of Ophthalmology's site at:
www.aao.org (800-222-EYES). Here is
to your eyes and vision. Hope to see you
in Baltimore!

Doc Perschau

.
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CANOPY COVERS AND INTAKE PLUGS
Covers Also Available:
Windshield Only

BRUCE'S CUSTOM COVERS
989 E. California Ave.
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TOLL FREE (US.): 800/777-640t
PHONE 408/738-395!
FAX 408/738-272!

er Winner
P rorn Piper.
Once you've seen the Piper Malibu Meridian,
there's no turning back.

"Piper has 4

m e Meridian

n
***

4

This is a new breed of aircraft. A luxury turbopmp unrivaled in value. The ahination of all
d Piper's extensire experience and ingenuity.

The Meridian is designed with excepfionalramp
appeal. A richly appointed, pressurized cabin.
d
~
4
L A glass cockpit with the absolute latest advances
in digital avionics and LCD instrumentation.
Powered by the world-renowned Pratt & Whitney
Canada PT6A-42A turboprop engine,capable
of cruise speeds topping 300 mph.
Piper has turned an aviation dream into reality combining value with performance at about half
the price you'd expect for an aircraft of its class.
W~thd i l i t v of the Meridian iust on the
horizon, the
millennium l&ks brighter
than em. Prepare to enter the future.

America's Superstore for Aviation Insurance
Aero Insurance, Inc., one of the leading aviation insurance brokers in the nation has taken your aviation insurance needs to a
new dimension for service. Through AeroOne, the Malibu,
Mirage, Meridian and JetProp insurance buyer has industry-wide
market access.
AeroOne is supported by all of the top rated insurance companies to provide a first class policy, first class service, and timely
policy receipt for MMOPA. All of this and the most competitive
rates in the industry to reflect MMOPA's dedication to the highest quality and standards for its membership.

Aero Insurance, Inc. is the Insurance Program Manaqer for the
MALIBU/MIRAGE OWNERS AND PILOTS ASSOCIATION

Contact Mona S. Rathmel
1-888-634~0888
mrathmelC4aero-one.com

Fax: 972.980-4090
PO Box 397, Addison, TX 75001

An Aviation Insurance Program Especially For

MMOPA

Rise t o t h e C H A L L E N G E .

AS A PILOT,YOU ACCEPT T H E CHALLENGE OF A C Q U I R I N G

to duplicate in the aircraft - can be practiced

and maintaining proficiency in your MalibuIMirage.

and perfected in the simulator with complete realism

And as the world's foremost aviation training

and safety. FlightSafety's MalibuIMirage simulator

organization, we can help

even includes a weather radar

!I:

you face that challenge with
confidence.

$d
3

B

unit for pilots who desire
this training.
Classroom instruction is
facilitated by a host of dedicated

Sf5

audio-visual training aids, and
conducted by FlightSafety's

offer complete initial and recur-

professional instructors - them-

FLIGHTSAFETY LAKELAND LEARNING CENTER

- one of the 38 Flightsafety

rent training programs for the

centers in the US., Canada, and France

MalibuIMirage. Training is

-

trains pilots from around the world.

conducted in an advanced

selves seasoned pilots who
understand the capabilities
and demands of today's sophis-

simulator featuring a state-of-the-art VITAL visual

ticated, high-performance aircraft. And clients are

display system, providing an exceptionally realistic

also encouraged to learn from each other's oper-

training environment. In the simulator, proficiency

ational experiences.

in normal flight operations can be honed to a

If a high level of proficiency is your goal (and

fine edge with the utmost cost-effectiveness. And

it should be), give us a call. FlightSafety is up to

emergency procedures - even those too dangerous

the challenge.

Flightsafety
intematii

For m o r e l n f o r m a t l o n . p l e a s e c a l l :

T o l l - f r e e ((loo) 7 2 6 - 5 0 3 7

Or w r i t e u s at:

T e l (941) 6 4 6 - 5 0 3 7

Fax (941) 6 4 4 - 6 2 1 1

2 9 4 9 Alrslde Center Drive. Lakeland. Florida

33811

@

w~~.flightsafety.c~m

SPEED,
PERFORMANCE,
RELIABILITY

...RIGHTHERE!RIGHTNow!
Leave the others below and behind

Lester Kyle
Lester has accumulated more than
12,000 hours of instruction of which 80
percent or more is in the Malibu and
Aerostar. He spent three years as a
Marine Air Wing crew chief on
helicopters transporting troops to the
front line. Lester holds a Bachelor
degree in Math and Physics from ICS.
A graduate of the Spartan School of
Aeronautics with an A&P license, he
later went on to give instruction in the
maintenance program at Spartan. A
graduate of Riverside Airlines with an
ATP, CFII, MEI, as well as a Seaplane
rating, Lester instructed at the Piper
Training Center from 1984, at which
time Lester's Aircraft Training was
formed.

5. In recent years, there have been a
Few PA-46 aircraft with split flaps from
broken bell cranks. Can you inspect
these units on preflight?
6. What should be done with the auto
pilot when flying in icing conditions?
7. What two things does theautopilot
not see? Could these cause you
difficulty?
8. Can the K297B (altitudepreselect)
be of any value during a non-precision
approach?
9. Your autopilot has a maximum
Fuel imbalance of ten gallons. What
could happen when this is exceeded?
10. What should you do if the starter
engage light stays on after the engine has
been started?
11. What could be the results of a
magneto pressure hose bursting or
blowing off in the flight levels, and what
should you do?
12. If the deck reference line breaks
or bursts at the fuel injector, how will
your engine react?

II

1. You turn on the master switch and
it reads 21 volts. What may be the
outcome of this?
2. As you bring the throttle up to full
power, what should the fuel flow be?
3. After level off, you have set MAP1
RPM, yet the fuel flow after proper
leaning is 5-6 gallons too high. Is this
OK?
4. If you commanded a nose up trim
and after releasing it continued to trim,
what would be the best way you could
deactivate this?

MalfbuMrage Magazine Spnng ,?OW
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f i e Aviation Sales, Inc. office complex, as
pictured, is located on Denver's Centennial
kirport. Our facility combines modern office
space with attached hangars. Full FBO
amenities are available.

d n e Malibus are based on Centennial Airport.
Seven of those are Mirages and were sold new by
the Aviation Sales, Inc. marketing personnel.
Aviation Sales, Inc. also enjoys the privilege of
selling numerous previously owned Malibus &
Mirages of high quality worldwide.
Our marketing department continuously follows
the MalibuMirage market. They are constantly
seeking high quality aircraft to purchase for our
inventory.
a r Maintenance department with state of
the art equipment, employs only full-time
I.A. qualified mechanics.
Our computer printed log book entries,
service publication compliance and tail to
spinner component history reports impress
not only our customers, but sales and
maintenance facilities alike.
We respect you our customer and your
aircraft. Our "Attention to DetaiI"
philosophy extends from the work we
perform, through our paperwork, to our
level of customer service.

AIRCRAFT FOR SALE:
1989 Mirage - 1960 TT, 770 SFREMAN, "0"
STOH, King IFR w/KNS-8 1, KFC- 150 APIFD,
KLN-90A & Garmin GPSs. WX- 1000, Argus
5000, Copilot Instr., Ice, Air, Fuel Mgmt. System,
5 Disc CD, Intercom and Tanis Engine Heater.
1994 Mirage - 7 19 TT," 0 STOH, King IFR
wIKNS-80 RNAV, KLN-90A GPS, KFC- 150
APED. RDS-8 1 Radar, WX- 1000+ Stormscope,
~ r ~ 5000
u s Moving Map, Copilot Instr., I&,
Spoilers, Intercom and Shadin Miniflow

II
11
II

NOW AVAILABLE W I T H A N
OPTIONAL INCREASED
MAXIMUM
TAKE-OFF WEIGHT OF
9,920 LBS.

PC-12 specifications include:
) Cruise Speed 270 kts.
) Range exceeding 1,600 n.m.
) Operates to 30,000 ft.
) King Air size cabin
) 4.5 x 4.5 Cargo Door
) Flushing Potty

Since 1939, Pilatus Aircraft Ltd. has been an aircraft manufacturer in Stans, Switzerland.
Pilatus is one of the leading PT-6A powered manufacturers in the world.

AVIATION SALES, INC.
Centennial Airport
12260 E. Control Tower Road
Englewood, Colorado 80112

Phone (303) 799-9999

Piper

SERVICE CENTER

I have been playing the part of a
detective lately! Some checks I receive
forrenewal of memberships have nothing
on them to indicate what invoice, or
which member is renewing! You can
help by putting this information on the
check. Thanks.
Also, please update your records to
reflect our change of address to Green
Valley, Arizona. We are still receiving
mail from our Denver address, our
Nebraska address, and our temporary
Tucson address. This delays the mail
considerably.
Many of you have written saying
good things about the new web site.
The folks at ACROsonic deserve, I
think, a big round of applause for bringing it along as fast as they did. Many
of you have made good suggestions
for improving the site. While we
can't always satisfy everyone, you
should know that we are listening,
and are giving consideration to every recommendation.

William Mikkelson
N8888X
Albany, OR

Bill R. Whisenant
N297PM
Rock Hill, SC

William bought Loyd Register's
Mirage, and is now a new member. He
has 4,500 hours with MEL and instrument
ratings. He is retired.

Bill is CEO of Isochem Colors, Inc.
He owns a 1997 Mirage.

Keith Darling
Westerville, OH
Keith is a manufacturer's representative. He has Instrument, MEL, and
ME Instrument ratings with over 1,000
hours.

Douglas Cobb
Anchorage, KY
Douglas is the former owner of a
1986Malibu and is currently looking for
a Mirage; might have bought one by the
time you read this.

Doug Huffer
Aiken, SC

I would like to urge you all to send
these directly to me by email or letter
or fax, rather than posting them on the
General Message board. We can make
better use of the space on the Message
Board for exchanging information
about the Malibu.

Doug is a Sales Executive in Aiken.
He has over 1,000 hours and holds Pvt.,
Inst. and ME1 ratings.

I would like to introduce the following new members of MmMOPA.
Please help us welcome them.

William owns a 1986 Malibu and is
an executive in an air freight company.
He has 650 hours and is instrument rated.

MaIibwMirage Magazine
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William J. Wascher
N460WW
Hampshire, WI

Martin T. Smeltzer
N9227U
Detroit, MI
Martin is VP of SEVIE, Inc. He has
a 1990 Mirage, and has over 1,000 hrs
flying time.

Dave Wood
NlllMK
Birmingham, AL
Dave is Chairman of a wholesale
grocery firm (Wood Fruitticher Grocery
Co.). His is a 1989 Malibu Mirage. He
has over 1,200 hours.

David G. Stauffacher
N7ll XI,
Madison, WI
David is owner and President of Exel
Inns of America Inc. He has over 3,200
hours and holds Pvt. and Instrument
ratings.

How -

international banker
B RUN0 SC H RO DE R , Director of SEhroQers PLC, of London, England,
u leadiy international investment bank an8 management group with a
hirtow o f almost hvo hundred wan.

Bruno Schroder found a

safe investment
with high-powered
performance.

AS HAS BEEN THE CASE WITH MANY OF HIS
INVESTMENTS, LONDON-BASED BANKER
BRUNO SCHRODER BOUGHT HIS PC-12 AFTER
MUCH RESEARCH AND THE GARNERING OF SOME SOLID ADVICE.

M e r early experience with small smgles and latterly light twins,
he considered a King Air, but found it to be a less than
optimal investment. Further, a fiiend - more
specifically an Air Chief Marshal of the Royal Air
Force - had a simple answer when Bruno asked
for his opinion. "Buy a Pilatus," he said.
1
"My needs were clear," says Bruno, Director of ,,mders
PLC, an investment group capitalized at $4 billion. "On a
regular basis I needed to carry six passengers, luggage, and
dogs to our castle in Scotland for weekend trips. I required a
large and versatile aircraft that offered cabin-class comfort
for my passengers and a long enough range to rnatch..that and
my other itineraries - such as crossing theAtlantic to visit
our offices in NewYork and Bermuda."
Quickly Bruno saw that
- 'L the 270-knot CC-12 could
handle all of his itineraries I
that its wide variety of
sfrengths provide quite a wide

,

A

rn
~ m s u . -

a variety of opportunities.

LJe)

"yes, it was clear that the
PC-12 was a terrific airplane for me, so
my next concern was economy - the efficiency of my investment,
if you will:' adds Bruno, "and there again the PC-12 excelled.
Its turboprop performance is complemented by the single-engine
economy that made the decision to buy easy. Very easy."
So, after a lifetime of investing how does Bruno Schroder
pick his best holdings?Just as he chose his PC-12. They're
definitely the more efficient ones; the ones where he gets his
every pound's worth and more. And they're also the holdings
he can rely on, the ones he knows will always perform.
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THISSECTION
IS DEVOTED

TO LETTERS, COMMENTS, ADVICE AND GENERAL
INFORMATION WHICH THE MEMBERS OF THE MeMOPAWOULD LIKE TO SHARE.
PLEASE
SEND ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO: RUSSCAAUWE,
MALIBU*MIRAGE

OWNERS
AND PILOTS
ASSOCIATION,
P . 0.
BOX 1288, GREENVALLEY, AZ
85622 l FAX:(520) 648-3823.
Dear Sy:
I bought my 1985Malibu from the
States in March, 1999, with a 200
hour factory reman. I am a2,300 hour
bush pilot with instrument rating and
was checked out on type in about one
hour. This is my experience:

1. The Malibu is not the easiest
plane to land on short strips, as it has
a very flat approach. If you do a steep
descent close to the ground to bleed
off speed, and then pull out at low
speed, you run out of elevator control.
(It has a very small elevator.)
2. I found great directional
instabilityon landingand takeoff with
the a/c suddenly veering off to left, or
right, especially on bad surfaces. We
found the bushes in the nose gear to be
badly worn and the adjustment on the
pushrods way out. We also replaced
the brake fluid and properly bled the
system. That took care of the problem.
3. On takeoff in IMC, at about
2,000 ft. AGL, I suddenly lost fuel
flow on the a/c flow meter. Shortly
afterward, the fuel flow on the digital
Shadin also showed zero fuel flow.
Although the engine sounded natural,
I switched fuel tanks and just touched
the prime switch (there was no time to
look forthe aux. fuelpump), the engine
surged and I knew I had fuel flow. I
kept climbing, and at about 10,000ft.,
everything returned to normal. On
the descent at destination, all fuel
flow was lost again with no effect on
the engine. Afterthorough inspection
of the system, nothing wrong could

MaliLw.Mirage Magazine
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be found. I read question 21 of the
Malibu Q&A and, obviously, this is a
common occurrence. However, I
disagree with the answer. Surely, the
standard flowmeter is a pressure
instrument and the digital flow meter has
its own sender unit?

after sorting out the snags. I can now
take off and land on the short strips I
have to use. The Malibu is very
different from other non-pressurized
singles and should not be flown
without proper training on type like
the courses offered by HightSafety.

4. I could not fly above 17,000 ft. as
the CHTs were too high on the JPI
monitor, noticeably no. 6 cylinder. I
could not lean more than 40 degrees lean
of peak before serious detonation
occurred, that certainly scared the
passengers, if not me. I took the a/c to
Placo (The oldest Piper distributors in
the world) and they found the following:

Best Regards,
Joof Alberts, South Africa

(a) Seals on the fuel nozzles and
upper deck piping were worn affecting
fuel pressures at altitude.
(b) Points on both magnetos were
badly worn and had to be replaced. The
mag drop was not indicative.
The temperatures returned to normal
but it is just not clear to me how this can
happen with a 250 hour engine after both
an export and import C of A inspection
was done.
5. If you look at the take off distance
ofthe Malibu at 5,OOOft., ASLcompared
to any other single, it looks very
impressive (2,650, PA46-310 and 3,450
ft., BE-36TC); however, once airborne,
the Malibu's climb remains very flat
until sufficient speed is reached, making
clearing obstacles a problem.
6. I only became comfortable with
the Malibu after about 20 hours, and

Dear Sy:
Bob Stickle,formerly ofAttitudes
and SimCom, has joined ATM's
cadre of Malibmirage instructors.
Bob brings to ATM over five years of
extensiveMalibmirage experience
and instruction.
Bob has done a great deal of
work in pioneering the teaching of
the MalibuIMirage GPS and API
Fl)in the integrated Flight Management System (FMS). He joins
ATM's four other veteran flight
instructors, making ATM's staff the
most experienced in the industry.
Scheduling for Bob's classes can be
arranged by telephone at (561) 7787815, fax (561) 778-7931 or e-mail:
aviationtrainingQcompuse~e.com.
Ron Cox

To the Membership:
MwMOPA is pleased to announce
the appointment of Aero Insurance,
Inc., as the Insurance Program
Continued on Page 35
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David is the Vice President of Business
Development for SkyTech, Inc. He has
been employed in general aviation for over
17 years following a stint in corporate
aviation with Falcon Jet. David has worked
with all phases of MalibulMirageservice
including avionics and maintenance
capacities. Prior positions include Senrice
Manager for SkyTech, Inc., and Distributor
Service Advisor for The New Piper Aircraft
with a responsibility of seven Northeastern
states.
A graduate of Spartan School of
Aeronautics, David is an FAA licensed
Airframe and Powerplant mechanic.
Additionally, he holds a Private Pilotl
Instrument License and is MalibulMirage
qualified.

here have been many "hot topics" relating to PA-46 service
since the 1999MmMOPAconvention and I will be elaborating on the most common items. The
most common issue remains the cracking of the induction air sump on the
Lycoming TIO-540AE2A engine. As
I stated in the last issue, the cracked
sumps were the most frequent discrepancies that we noted during the
service clinic inspections in Kansas
City. By the time this issue is printed,
Lycorning should have made an announcement relating to any warranty
consideration for the repairs.
For anyone not aware of the sump
issue, I will elaborate on the condition.
There havebeen reports from all over the
country about cracks developing on the
RH side of the sump. The exact area of
cracking is adjacent to the RH turbocharger mounting bolt and bracket. To
be more specific, the RH turbocharger
has a mounting bracket bolted to the
sump via a bolt which is threaded into
the sump. The cracks are radiating around
the tapped area of the sump and, if not
corrected, the attachment point could
fail, leaving the turbocharger support
bracket unattached. Additionally, a
failure of the sump couldcause amassive
leak in the induction air system.

Whether or not Lycorning will make
furtherimprovements remains to be seen.
We have reports indicating cracks
have developed on engines with as little
as 100 hours of time in service. This is
an area which warrants inspection at
each service interval. The area can been
visually inspected from the nose wheel
or whenever the cowlings are removed.
There have been a lot of de-ice
boot questions recently. Most of the
questions involve trying to repair the
boots instead of replacing them. The
services which strip and re-coat de-ice
boots typically do a very good job.
However, if the rubber is deteriorated
or there is leakage over a large portion
of the boot, replacement is the only
option. Remember that when the inwing Sperry radar is installed, a special
RH de-ice boot is utilized which is
typically not repairable by the recoating method. This boot is prone to
deteriorate at a faster rate than the
standard boot due to the material
composition. If there is- no in-wing
radar or the pod radar is installed, a
standard de-ice boot should be utilized
to provide a maximum service life.

Due to the expense of de-ice boot
replacement, it is common practice to
make every attempt to repair a de-ice
The repair process is quite involved boot. The traditional BF Goodrich
and requires approximately 30 man- patches are always an option, but these
hours to perform, plus the cost of the patches do little for the aescetics of the
parts. The repair scenariorequires raising boot and, in some cases, may not be
the engine off the engine mount and the required. For minorrepairs,BF Goodrich
removal of the induction sump assembly. offers a service kit which does a very
There are no approved repairs on the nice job. The kit part number is 74-45 1sump. The assembly is replaced with a AE and provides material which will
replacement assembly from Lycoming. "blend" the patch material on the boot. If
The replacement assemblies we have a little care is taken with this process,
been receiving are modified in the bolt most people are very pleased with the
attachment area to eliminatethe cracking. results.
Continued on Page 20

Wear 'n Tear - Continued from Page 19

We recently received several inquiries about the stall warning system on
the PA46-350P aircraft. The stall
warning system on the Mirage includes
a lift transducer and a lift computer. This
system provides a very accurate stall
warning indication and the lift transducer
is calibrated to measure changes in angle
of attack, or airspeed deviations from an
airspeed represented by areference angle
of attack. The system is calibrated on
each aircraft and the exact "tip gram"
settings for various flight situations are
documented in the front of the airframe
logbook. To insure proper operation,
whenever a repair or replacement of a
componentis performed, the systemmust
be rechecked for calibration using a
"force applicatortestkit". Thiskit allows
very precise settingsof the lift transducer
so that the computer can be reset to
original factory specifications. There

are new replacement and factory repair
options available on all the components.
The availability of components for
the Gar Kenyan hydraulic system has
become an issue. From the information
available to us, we are confident that The
New Piper is working with the vendor to
restore an adequate supply of parts in the
near future. If New Piper is out of stock
on any particular part, have your service
facility check the New Piper service
network. There is a great deal of
inventory in the field and you might find
that hard to get part!
As the winter starts to winddown, the
spring storms are just around the corner.
Don't forget to have your Stormscope
andlor weather radar functionally tested
early to avoid any delays once the storm
season is upon us. Additionally, a quick
review of any Archie Trammel, BF
Goodrich or AlliedSignal information is

always a good refresher.
There is a lot of excitement brewing
with the upcoming certification of the
Meridian, the ongoing JetProp Conversions, and the evolution of general
aviation electronics. With information
coming from many directions, one
common thread we all share is M*MOPA
and the mechanism it provides for the
exchange of information, both positive
and negative. The new web site, the
magazine, and the annual convention
provide excellent platforms to keep
relevant information flowing to every
segment of our organization, from our
original Malibu owners right through the
proud new turbine owners. As always, I
welcome your input and reports about
your specific service issues. You can
always contact me at 410-574-4144,
e-mail me at dconover@skytechinc.com
or send me a message on the M-MOPA
web site under Airframe Help.

It's all in the mixing of
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High Technolog
& Crafimanship.

enjoy the way a "new" aircraft
looks and feels, get ready to pay hundreds
of thousands of dollars. But, smart aircraft owners
h o w there's a way to beat that cost these days.
Have your interior/exterior refinished by the most
recognized craftsmen in the country
For years, turbines, twins, and singles have come to Oxford Aviation in every condition imaginable. Maybe they choose
us because of our high technology and our meticulous attention to details. With over 1000 aircraft now carrying the Oxford
Aviation placard, we've earned the distinction of creating a 'yeet ofsati$aaction."
Maybe they choose us because of our state-of-the-art drying and mixing rooms, our downdraft spray booths, conbol
balancing, or our superb interior craftsmen and design staff who handle everything from a Cherokee to a Metroliner.
With our greatly expanded facility and new technology, more slots are now available in the coming months.
On the ramp, if they ask, "Is that new?". ..tell them, "It's hater than new. .it's been
ref;nished by Oxjird Aviation."

O X F O R D ~ I O N
TOTAL
QUA L l TY

MAINE
75 Number Six Road. PO Box 990, Oxford, Maine 04270

Refimshing the CmJt...Refiningthe Dream.
(207).539.4779 FAX (207).539.8441

E-Mail: OXFRD @ AOL.COM
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its roots in h e l o & g
milding rrome ofthe most 8u.cscess~Ilight aircraft & he
----q - a l aviation i_ndustry.As the technology h a ewoloed,
the company Jtasfound new ways to take proven winnas

TheWeridian panel was designed with single-ptlot operations in mind, combining idiblefinctioradit.y,
easy-&interpret displays and ample system redundancias.
Designed to be owner-flown, the
Building on a Winner
tial fears that Mirage sales would
Meridian is a careful balance of
suffer when the Meridian was
The Meridian owes much of its
sophistication and simplicity. It
announced. However, the compainspiration to the Malibu Mirage.
incorporates advanced technology,
ny
happily reports that the numThe Malibu has earned an indisbut is incredibly easy to fly. It is
ber
of Mirage sales has briskly
putable place among high performsleek and stylish, like its Mirage
increased
during the last four years,
ance pistons. Since it first took to
brethren, but with its proven powdue
in
part
to a step-up program to
the skies more than two decades
erplant, it is a reliable workhorse.
the
Meridian.
(More on that later.)
ago, more than 850 have been
delivered around the world, 61 of
The Meridian is much more
Before committing to a new airwhich were delivered last year.
than a souped-up Malibu. Beyond
craft program, New Piper conductadding a Pratt & Whitney PT6A
The aircraft's pressurized cabin,
ed several focus groups and sur-42A turboprop engine, New Piper
combined with its 350-horse, turveys among Mirage operators and
has made a number of design and
bocharged Lycoming piston engine,
other ownerlpilots to find out what
technology changes to make the
has made it a favorite among
kind of next generation aircraft
aircraft fly faster, farther and highownerlpilots.
would be most desirable. The comer, while making it incredibly easy
pany had tossed around a number
Accordmg
to
Matt
Amundson,
to fly and maintain. The result is
of concepts, including a revamped
technical product manager for the
everything an ownerlpilot could
Cheyenne.
Meridian, New Piper had some iniwant in a personal aircraft.
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Source: ConMin & de Decker Associates
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"The thing we heard over and
over is that this new airplane must
be efficient and easy to operate,
and the acquisition cost must be
low enough to make the transition
out of a Malibu or piston twin reasonable," Amundson said. "We had
flown a turboprop version of the
Mirage previously, so we knew that
as a concept it worked very well."
Not the Same Plane
Many people, including myself,
assumed that the Mirage and
Meridian are very similar except
for the obvious change in powerplant. In reality, the two aircraft
share the same pressure vessel but
very little else.
"To keep development costs low,
we initially thought we could put a
turbine engine on the Mirage and
keep everything else the same. But
once the program got underway,
we saw opportunities to make
design changes to make it easier to
operate and maintain," Amundson
continued.
Considering the majority of the
Meridians will be operated singlepilot, New Piper concentrated on
simplifying the business of flying
and reducing pilot workload.

A prime example is the fuel
management system. The twowing tank system operates as one
tank drawing fuel simultaneously
from both tanks. This eliminates
the need for the pilot to switch
tanks, transfer fuel or worry about
fuel imbalances. The pilot only
needs to make sure he or she has
enough fuel to make the intended
flight. A Meggitt Avionics engine
instrument display system (EIDS)
precisely shows fuel quantity and
fuel remaining upon reaching the
destination. The EIDS system also
provides outputs for the automated fuel balancing system, which
means the pilot never has to worry
about imbalanced fuel loads.
A New View Up Front
Another important enhancement is the Meridian's advanced
avionics suite. With single-pilot operations in mind, New Piper worked
with Meggitt Avionics, STEC Corporation and Gamin International to
(continued on the next page)

New Piper selected a reliable, field-proven powerplant for the Malibu Meridian:
the Pratt & Whitney PT6A-42A.

New Piper Malibu Meri
Specificaticms
Base price fin 1997 dollars):

fi.375 million

PowerDlant
~hermodynamioPower
Takeoff rating
Inspection interval
Propeller

500 shp

Hartzeq 3-blac

External length
External height

43 ft Qt
11.3 ft
fi<
43 ft ; : : 1

Wfng area
Seats

Cabin length
Cabin width
ntmp we@lt
lhximum takeoff wetght
Useful load
Uwble fuel capacity
Payload with full fuel

M

$$
-,.

prop

f

183sqft
- '
2arew+4pax
12.3 ft
4.1 ft
4,892 lbs
4,850 lba
1,607 lbs
170 US gal
468 lbs

M d m m o p e r a w altitude
30,000 ft
262 KW @ 30,mft.
I&zdnaum o w qx2ed
Takeoff distance (sea level ISA, zero wind) 1,530 ft
tornding distance (sea level ISA, zero wind) 1,020 ft
h
1,380 fpm @ 4,850 l
Inlcfal rate of climb
stalJ speed ( h d h g codgumtion)
61 kts @ 4,850 lbs
75 kt8
fwlBpeed (* UP)
%$TO
Rqp-mas fuel with available payload
(NBAA reserves)

(continuedhm the previovs page )

develop an advanced cockpit unlike
any other aircraft in its class.
"Our customers demand the
newest technology available in the
cockpit, especially since many of
them fly single-pilot IFR on a regular basis," Amundson said.
The aircraft comes standard
with two Garmin GNS 530 GPS
navltransceivers, which greatly
enhance situational awareness.
The GNS 530 features high resolution moving maps displayed on a
large color LCD. Contained in this
fully integrated, solid-state unit is
a 200 channel VOWILS
receiver.
Also standard is the
S-TEC System 550 autopilot, the AlliedSignal RDR
2000 radar and the Meggitt
Avionics engine instrument
display system, which uses
two LCDs to display engine
parameters and fuel indications.

the Meridian's wing larger and
changed its internalstru&re. In
addition, the engineering team
made the horizontal tail and elevator 37 percent larger.
Aerodynamically, the aircraft
has passed every test with flying
colors, from the initial computational modeling, to wind tunnel
testing to actual flight test. With a
certified ceiling of 30,000 feet,
Meridian operators have more flexibility to get above weather and
traffic. With full fuel, the aircraft
has a maximum range of 1,070
nm. Maximum cruise speed is 262
kts compared to 213 kts in the
Mirage.

Power to Spare
It is what is under the engine
cowl that makes Meridian a top
performer. The PT6A-42A engine
has the capability to deliver 1,000horsepower. The Beech King Air
B200, which is equipped with the
same engines, is rated to deliver
850 hp each. However, on the
Meridian, the engine has been derated to 500 hp.
"That translates to better reliability, operating efficiency and performance," Amundson explained.
"As long as you have the proper
voltage at engine start, it's going to
be hard to damage this powerplant."
Controlling the PT6A42A is easy, too. The power
control and propeller RPM
control are combined in a
single engine control lever,
thus reducing pilot workload. Further, this single
lever allows the pilot to
control taxi, reverse thrust
and in-flight power.

Expected to be certified
for flight into known icing,
Meggitt provides an optionthe Meridian is equipped
al Electronic Flight Display
with BFGoodnch's SmartBoot
System (EFDS), which gives
system, which alerts the
the Meridian the feel of a
pilot of ice formation and
true glass cockpit. Included
advises the pilot when to
in the system are dual primary flight displays, dual An optional entertainment console is available in place activate the smart boot sysof the passenger seat directly behind the pilot. The
nav displays and dual solidtem. Other ice protection
console has room for a removable ice chest, hot and
state air data attitude headincludes
a completely heatcold drinks, and AN equipment.
ing
reference
system
ed windscreen and a heated
(ADAHRS), engine condition
Dron Although the engine
trend monitoring and three standinlets
ire'
not heated, they are
Inside the cabin, the Meridian
by w t instruments. Each ADAHRS
sized
so
that
the maximum ice accufeels much like a Malibu, with its
system is fed by one of two indemulation
on
the
in-let will not restrict
club-four seating arrangement
pendent pitot-static systems, increasnormal
operation.
behind the two crew seats. Each
ing redundancy and safety.
passenger seat features individual
Doing the Math
controls for lighting, ventilation
Arnundson said the EFDS option
New Piper reports that on typiand audio-video equipment. An
has been so popular that the comcal
missions, the operating ecoexecutive
writing
table
is
located
pany expects most Meridians will
nomics of the Meridian will beat
between the right passenger seats.
be delivered with it.
other single-engine turboprops
If an owner desires, the seat
and even its closest twin-turbo"Meggitt has built displays for
behind the pilot can be replaced
the military applications for a
prop
competitor. Figuring in the
with a galleylentertainmentconsole.
number of years, so their products
cost of fuel, maintenance and
have proven to be extremely reliengine reserves, Conklin &
Interior baggage space is only
able," he said.
deDecker estimates the Meridian
available in the rear of the
will cost 81.17 per statute mile,
Meridian cabin. For bulky items
Room for Improvement
based on a 300-nm trip. (See chart
such as golf clubs, the rear passenon page 6.)
ger seat backs can be folded forCompared to the Mirage, the
ward and restrained with a cargo
Meridian is 550 pounds heavier. So
To move up from Mirage is a sigin order to keep the stalling speed
net, which is provided as standard
nificant
jump when considering
at a docile 61 kts, New Piper made
equipment.
the Meridian's acquisition cost of

$1.375 million - a difference of
about a half-million dollars between
the two aircraft. But the aircraft's
purchase price is still less than
some of its closest single-engine
turboprop competitors.

If you own or are considering
the purchase of Malibu Mirage,
New Piper offers a step-up program
that limits the depreciation of the
Mirage. If you purchase a new
Mirage and then move into a
Meridian, a guaranteed residual from
your Mirage will be applied to the
purchase of your Meridian.
Certification Schedule
According to Amundson, the
Meridian is closing in on certification and first deliveries, which are
expected mid summer. Four prototypes have accumulated more than
550 flight-test hours, conducting

performance and envelope expansion evaluations, as well as autopilot certification. A fifth prototype
is undergoing static testing.
Although one of the prototypes
suffered a fuel starvation mishap
in January, the program is continuing to progress.
With the exception of one of the
prototypes, all aircraft were built
on the production assembly line
with the actual tooling and production staff. This, according to
Amundson, demonstrates New
Piper's readiness to launch into
full-scale production as soon as the
aircraft is certified.
"We have everything in place to
begin building and delivering aircraft," he said. "We expect to deliver
40 aircraft in 2000 and 80 in 2001."
While predicting when the next

Meridian slot is available for purchase is difficult because of the
company's extensive dealer network,
Amundson said it is possible to get
a new Meridian that will deliver in
late 2001.
Building on Success
With more than 144 confirmed
orders, New Piper has every right
to feel confident in the Meridian's
position as a strong contender in
the single-engine turboprop marketplace. But most importantly,
New Piper continues to win the
hearts and minds of numerous
owner/pilots. Although 80 percent
of their Meridian position holders
are Mirage operators, a number of
new customers are owner/pilots
who are trading their older turboprops and light twins for the performance, simplicity and cost of
the Meridian.

Call For Articles
Our Association is built upon the premise that members should
share information with each other. With that in mind,
if you have an experience you would like to discuss with the
membership, be it safety related, a problem you have solved,
or a particularly interesting place you have visited,
please write it up and submit it for publication.
We can all learn and benefit from each others' experience.
Send your articles, photos, feedback and comments to
Russ Caauwe, Executive Director, via email to
mmopa@uswest.net or fax to 520-648-3823.
The M e W A Editors
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ONE STOP SHOO

SkyTech offer8 thesomeni8(1COda onMtop senhe d e p n f t m e n ~ i
instailatlons, 500 engim u
,spoiler installatkns, do-iw boat
major npslnr,our customerorkntedstaff Is equippedto meetyow waya

I1 1997 MIRAGE
440 Hours Total Time. King equipped Dual
KX-165 NavIComms, KLN90B GPS, KN-63
DME, KT-71 Transponder, KAS-297B
Preselect, RDR-2000 Radar, WX-950
Stormscope, Argus 7000CE Moving Map
Display, Spoilers, Air Conditioning,Executive
Group, and much more.

~Unn,
MIRAGE

FTO, Spec toorder. Standardnewfeatures:
EMIS Engine Monitoring System, BFG
Smart Boot System, Precise Flight Speed
Brakes, ~ u a~la n n i GNS-430's.
n
Available
Options include: Argus 7000CE Moving
Map, BFG WX-1000EStormscope, Second
Transponder, and much more. Two-Year
Limited Warranty.
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Call forinformation and details on thisExciting
New Generation Turboprop!

Visit our web site at w
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Scheduled Service
100hr l annual inspections

Pressurization service
Dynamic prop balance
De-ice system Croubleshootin9/'mtallation
Engine replacement/troubleshooting

I

I

Avionics

2

Aubpilot rep& and troubleshooting
Navlcom repairs

Radar installationand iepairs

Total Customer Support
Since the inception of the Malibu, SkyTech has
been totally engrossed in the Malibu aircraft. Our
total supportconcepthas grownfromastrictly sales
and m c e int of view into a corn lete s
network.
have developed the L b u E
Exchange Network capable of servicing Malibu
customers and service facilities anywhere in the
world Our parts departmentcontinuesto grow and
r v i d e services for a wide rauge of maintenance
acilities. Our servicedepartmentcontinuesto lead
the nation in number of Malibus serviced and
maintained, At this point, we have
conceivable m every
enters its second
decade of operation, SkyTech is devoting a great
deal of effort to the maintenance and enhancement
of the existing fleet.

Flitefone repairlinstallation
GPS installation

IFR certifications
Complete system upgrades

Custom audiohrideo Systems

iK

I? _
I

Baltimore, MD
410/574-4144
FAX 41W687-2927

$?Z%TTJ%XZiao gm

Inshort,no matter what typeof problem or question
you have, SKYTECH, INC. is poised to solve it!

Upgrades 1 Major Repairs
10-550Conversions

Spoiler installation
Aircraftncovery

wdw repHeated windshields

.

Custom interim
wig +and
rebuildmg

Complete fuselage
rebuilding
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The following is a direct quote
from FAA Certification
Flight Tests:
(Temperatures are corrected t o
simulate a 100 degree F day.)
"The TSIO-550-C engine is very well
cooled in this installation; qualitatively,
based on my previous experience, it
runs cooler than the original TSIO-520BE engine. Max correctedCHT in MCP
climb is 364 degrees F, giving a margin
of 96 degrees F below the limit of 460
degrees F. Max corrected CHT at
25,000 feet "best economy" leaned
cruise at 262 HP (75% of engine's max
rating of 350 HP) is 403 degrees F,
giving a margin of 57 degrees F below
the limit of 460 degrees F. ...[It] is much
easier to manage in cruise, without the
50 degree F "lean-of-peak TIT
requirement."

Your Malibu is eligible to have a TCM TSIO 550C engine installed rated at 350 HP, derated to 310 HP.
We can install your new or rebuiR engine at our facility at the beautiful
Albert Whitted Airport in downtown St. Petersburg, Florida
- or
Call one of our approved installation facilities:
Aviation Sales Denver, Colorado
Flightcraft Eugene and Portland, Oregon
Flightcraft Hayward, California
Image Air Bloomington, Illinois
Modern Aero Eden Prairie, Minnesota
Piloten Services Straubing, Germany
Skytech Baltimore, Maryland
TCM Customer Service Center Fairhope, Alabama

-

Here is what this new 550C Continental engine will do for your Malibu:
Take off using only 88.5% power (88.5 x 350 HP = 310 HP). The engine is
approved for continuous operation at 3 10 HP.
30 more HP at 75% power (75% x 350 = 262.5 HP as opposed to 75% x 3 10 HP
= 232.5 HP).
Flying at speeds comparable to your 520 BE engine,the SOC willjust be loafing
along with comparable fuel flows and less manifold pressure or lower RPM which equates to cooler temperatures and longer life.
Flying at normal power settings, with comparable payloads, your Continental
powered Malibu will perform better than a Mirage - due to approximately 330
pounds less basic airplane weight and a Continental tuned induction system.
The 550C engine is approved to use your same propeller - the external
dimensions and weight of the 550C engine are identical with the 520BE, therefore
no airplane modifications are required.
The 550C engine has a TBO of 2,000 hours.

...

NEW - TCM TSIO-550-C Installed Exchange for TSIO-52OBE $67,770 plus W i t
REBUILT TCM TSIO-550-C Installed Exchange for TSI0-520BE.. $55,859 plus freight
(Subject to manufacturer'sprice increase. May be higher outside the US.)
This includes new isolation mounts, fluid haws, dynamic prop balance, STC and Flight Manual Supplement
- -

-

FAA STC Number SA0038 OAT

.

Approved to replace TSIO-520-BE with TSIO-5504

Available for your 520 or 550 Malibu
and for your Mirage.
Enjoy the benefits of vibration free flying with
reduced noise level and increased performance.

CALL. . .WE WILL FAX OWNER COMMENTS.

Price $13,700outright
.cq

Installed and balanced at our facility for $250. No freight charge and no sales
tax on STC items installed in Florida. Your shop can buy this propeller and STC
from us. Work out installation, crating and freight charges with them.

CALLus AT 404-355-9682
FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF COMPONENTS AND PRICES,

PLASTECH
CORPORATION
2080 GENERAL
TRUMAN
STREET,
N.W.

ATLANTA,
GEORGIA
30318

FAX:404-355-5410

1

Kevin is an lA who has specializedin MalibuNirage maintenance for 14 of his
20 years in general aviation. He is a licensed private pilot with a multi-engine
rating. Kevin recently formed his own business, Mead Aircraft Services,which
he runsfrom asmall farm in Inman, Kansas. Hewill continue to providesupport
for the MalibuIMirage fleet in the U S . and abroad.

Maintaining Your
lbrbocharger System

controller or sticky wastegate.

Potential lbrbocharger Problems
The turbocharger system consists of
the turbochargersthemselves (including
the turbine and compressor), exhaust
pipes which direct the hot exhaust gases
from the cylinders to the turbo and from
the turbo overboard, the scavenge oil
pump which removes the engine-supplied
oil from the turbocharger for recycling,
the induction pipes which supply the
compressed air to the engine, contxoller
and wastegate. Although this system is
not complicated, it requires scrupulous
maintenancedue to the high temperatures
inherent in its operation. It helps to be
awareof their specialmaintenanceneeds,
potential problems, and life expectancy.

For this section I'd like to acknowledge the assistance of Mr. Zane Begano
of Approved Turbo Components, who
gave me a list of the turbo problems he
most commonly sees.

the manufacturer'srecommendation. The
cost of frequent oil changes is negligible
and can result in substantial long-term
savings.
2 ) Cracked turbine housing. This is
mostly caused by natural deterioration.
High temperatures caused by an
inaccurate T.I.T. indicator can also be
responsible. As the housing becomes
weakened over time, it becomes more
susceptible to heat damage and cracks.

1 ) Bearing journal failure caused by
oil contamination (dirty oil). In a
turbocharged engine, oil becomes dirty
3) Foreign object damage to the
morequickly thanin anormally aspirated
engine, so many mechanics suggest compressor. This is caused when
changing oil even more frequently than
Condnued on Page 32

Symptoms of a
Tbhchqger Problem
Loss of manifold pressure. This
shouldbe investigated immediately as it
could be caused by a broken or leaking
exhaust or induction pipe, a damaged
turbocharger (indicated by an audible
whine from the environmental system),
or a deteriorated wastegate or malfunctioning contro11er.
Exhaust stains on components or on
structure around exhaust system. These
are caused by small cracks, or small
leaks at slip joints or couplings and are
significant because they can grow into
large leaks.

Low critical altitude. This can be a
sign of an exhaust and indudion leak,

deterioratedturbochargers,malfunctioning

I

Failed Turbocharger Turbine

Malibu Maintenance - Continued from Page 31

unfiltered air is delivered to the
compressor due to a defective air filter,
an open alternate air valve, or debris left
in the turbocharger inlet. Fortunately,
this condition is completely avoidable.
Make sure the induction air filter is in
good condition and the alternate air is
rigged properly. But most foreign object
damage is caused by ice.
One way to avoid this is to move the
alternate air control back to primary
position only after you enter air that is
above freezing.

for leakage. This will help you find
cracks which are difficult to see. This is
especially true for the Mirage. These
airplanes have particularly complex
exhaust systems which are very close to
othercomponentsand the airframe. Both
Malibu and Mirage are subject to several
Service Bulletins.
No matter how good the level of
maintenance, eventually a turbocharger
or exhaust component replacement or

repair will be required. Fortunately,
availabilityis good and there are options.
By choosing an overhauledlexchanged
unit, you can save 60 - 80%over factory
new. The warranty is generally equal to
that of a new unit.
For more information about turbocharger maintenance, you can contact
Zane Begano or any of the folks at
Approved Turbo Components at 800523-4809.

4 ) Turbine and bearing housing
This condition causes
coking.
improper turbo lubrication possibly
leading to lock-up and is caused by
insufficient cool-down time, causing
the oil to bum and char against the
bearing housing. After landing, the
engine should be idled long enough to
allow the turbocharger to cool down.

5 ) Turbos with no problem at all;
(mis-diagnosed). Smoking or leaking
oil is sometimes attributed to the
turbocharger but can be caused by a
leaking check valve, a defective
scavenge pump, blocked hoses, or over
supply of oil.

Special Maintenance Needs

I

-

Turbim E x h a w OuHa Shows Typical Exhaust Buildup

During each maintenance event the
turbochargersystem should be examined
for cracked components, missing
hardware, or signs of exhaust leakage.
Any of these conditions can cause
extreme heat damage or fire due to the
high temperature and pressure of the
exhaust gases produced by the turbocharger system. Next, check to see
that the induction air filter and alternate
air system are in good working order
and are supplying clean air. The
alternate air system is often overlooked
and can cause premature turbocharger
failures.
In addition, I recommend a pressure
check of the exhaust and induction
systems at least every annual to check

.
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Typical PA-46-310 Turbo Installation
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At FL250 the "average" (whatever that is) individual will have an
estimated time of useful consciousness of less than 5 minutes.

Mary has been a pilot for over twenty-fwe
years and has instructed in the Malibu
since 1988 when she worked for the Piper
Training Center. Subsequently, she was
Eastern Region Sales Manager and Malibu
Mirage demonstrationpilot for Piper
Aircraft. Mary was also co-founder and
owner of Attitudes International, Inc. from
1991-1998.
Mary currently provides Malibu-Mirage
initial and refresher training through
Eclipse International, Inc. (727.822.t6ll)
in St. Petersburg, Florida. Mary holds
ATP, CFII, and ME1 certificates,and is type
rated in the Cessna citation. She also has
a BA from Northwestern University and an
MBA from the University of Illinois.

he recent Learjet accident involv
ing golfer Payne Stewart re
minded us of the potential hazards of high altitude flight. As the
accident illustrated, these hazards are
especially insidious because they may
not be recognized in time to safely
recover. Although the official results
of the accident investigation will not
be available for some time, lack of
proper cabin pressurization and possible cabin air contamination are currently leading suspects.

cabin altitude and can tell the pilot at a
glance if there is a pressurization
problem. The MalibdMirage has a 5.5
PSI cabin differential. As a result, even
at -250, the cabin altitude should never
exceed 8,000-9,000 feet depending on
how high above the flight altitude the
pressurization controller is set. Should
the cabin altitude gauge indicate in excess
of this altitude,the pressurization system
is not working properly.

Two pilot controlled items may
account for the lack of pressurization.
Malibu/Miragesare limited to FL250 First, the electric dump switch should
and, as a result, a Malibu pilot's hazard normally be in the "off' or "closed"
fromrapidde-pressurizationis somewhat position. If it is open, the cabin will not
less than for those flying at FL300-FLA50 pressurize. Second, the pressurization
who may have less than a minute to knob, which allows pressurized air into
react. However, at FLZO the "average" the cabin from the turbo-chargers, must
(whateverthat is) individual will have an be closed. If it is open, again, the cabin
estimated time of useful consciousness will not pressurize.
of less than 5 minutes. Clarity of thought
and one's ability to deal properly with an
Other malfunctionscan cause lack of
emergencywill be reduced sharplybefore pressurization including engine failure
consciousness is lost. Some people will or ahose separatingfrom aturbo-charger.
have more time than others depending Recently, I spoke with a .pilot whose
on a variety of personal attributes aircraft had apparently experienced
including general physical condition, pressurizationmalfunctions because its
smoking history, and previous ac- static system drain had stuck in the open
climation to high altitudes. Less obvious position.
than rapid de-pressurization,but certainly
as dangerous, may be a slow deWhatever the cause, immediateaction
pressurization or failure of an aircraft to must be taken when de-pressurization
pressurize on climb out.
occurs. One option is to initiate an
emergency descent to an altitude such as
In any event, a Malibu pilot needs to 11-12,000feetwhere oxygendeprivation
quickly recognize a pressurization is no longer a pressing issue. For those
problem and act promptly. The aircraft aircraft equipped with the optional
will provide two very specific indicators oxygensystem,donninganoxygen mask
of lack of proper pressurization. First, a is also an option. The standard Malibu
red "CABIN ALTITUDE annunciator oxygen system is composed of three
should illuminate once the cabin altitude oxygen canisters similar to those found
exceeds 10,000 feet. The proper on most airliners.
functioning of this annunciator should
be verified periodically. Second, the
The oxygen canister for the crew is
pressurization gauge indicates actual
Continued on Page 34

High Altitude Hazards - Continued from Page 33

found under the co-pilot seat and two
additional canisters are located under the
rear facing middle seat on the co-pilot
side. A single canister will last for up to
15 minutes depending on altitude and
other factors. Each canister has two
masks and the time the canister will
provide oxygen is not impacted by
whether oneortwo persons use it. Should
the crew canister be insufficient, the
canisters provided for the passengers
could be utilized by the crew. Consult
your Pilot's Operating Handbook for
procedures for emergency descent and
utilizing oxygen.
Cabin air contamination can also
incapacitatecrew members as illustrated
by the ValueJet accident several years
ago. In the case of smoke or other air
contaminates in the cabin, immediate
evacuation of the cabin air by activation
of the "Cabin Dump" switch is required.
Again, an emergency descent andor use

I

of oxygen will then be required.
Incidentally, the oxygen canisters
have a self life of 12 years so owners/
operators of older aircraft need to verify
that their canisters are current.
In addition to training for loss of
pressurizationin your aircraft,attendance
at one of the high altitude courses is of
great benefit, especially those which
incorporate experience in a pressure
chamber. Such a course offers the pilot
many insights into the impact of oxygen
deprivation and the opportunity to
experience it in a controlled environment.
Each person's reactions to oxygen
deprivation are unique, and it is important
for each of us to experience these
symptoms in a controlled environment
so that we can recognize them should we
ever experience them in real life.
With many military bases closing
and/or curtailing operations, it's
becoming more difficult to arrange

trips to a pressure chamber. MaMOPA
organized such an opportunity several
years ago in conjunction with one of
their annual conventions and should
such opportunities be available in the
future, I would strongly encourage
owners to participate. In the meantime,
call the FAA in Oklahoma City at
(405) 954.4837 or visit via the Internet
at www.cami.jccbi.gov to schedule a
trip to the Oklahoma City program or
to see what options may be available
to you locally.
The Oklahoma City program is free
and the fee to participate in one of the
programs conducted by one of thirteen
military bases providing training is $35.
Oklahoma City is currently scheduling
about 2 months in advance. Private
organizations such as the University of
North Dakota also offer high altitude
training but charge a substantial fee.
If you do opt for a private program,
make sure it includes experience in a
pressure chamber.

Call Us For a
Renewal Quote!

If your insurance is about to renew, let us give you a quote from one of
several top companies we represent. You don't have to pay the highest
price to get the highest quality coverage. Call one of our agents today.

Toll-Free

1-800-537-0960
(In Sacramento, California) 916-853-8080

i

AvQuest Insurance Service
(A division of Shaw Aviation Insurance Service, Inc.)

License-# OBI 4220
Buy Your Malibu lnsurance From Someone Who Knows The Market
MaIibuMrage Magazine
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Check-In - Continued from Page 18

Manager. As program manager, they
will act as our liaison between the
association and insurance carriers,
keeping us abreast of market conditions.
Aero Insurance will be our direct line
of communication with all aviation
underwriters helping us understand any
changes in limits of liability, insurance
related activity in the marketplace, and
putting together programs including the
newly formed safety foundation.
Following is a brief history of the
company.

insurance is largely unregulated by
governmententities with respect to policy
coverages and forms, operator requirements and premium charges. For this
reason, it is very importantthat you work
with an aviation specialty broker who
stays abreast of aviation and insurance
industry developments on a day-to-day
basis and utilizes all the available
insurance markets to make sure that you
receive not only the best possible rates
but also the broadest coverages.
Mona S. Rathmel, a long time
M*MOPA supporter, stands ready and
willing to assist you in your Malibu,
Mirage, Meridian and JetProp aviation
insurance needs.

aviation community, providing top
notch training for affordable, attractive
rates. As a team, we will bring more
than 25,000 hours of experience and
60 years of successful instruction to
those who train with our organization.
In the year 2000, we are adding
additional aircraft training including
Cessna single and twin-engine pressurized models and Beechcraft singles
and twins. We will also be geared up
for the PC-12 refreshers and Piper's
new Meridian. These are indeed
exciting times at Lester Kyle's Aircraft
Training. Please consider joining in
our excitement.
Lester Kyle

Aero Insurance, Inc., Addison, TX
Aero Insurance is one of the leading
Dear Sy:
aviation specialty agencies in the
country. We have 25 employees in
Roy Bolling of Detroit will be
three locations and place aviation joining Lester in Vero Beach, Florida.
insurance with every available in- Together, Lester, Roy and Tom
surance company underwriting avia- Deutsch, who trains in Kansas City,
tion risks. Our experience covers the will be providing training in Malibuentire spectrum of aviation: from J- Mirage and the JetProp DLX. This
3's to Boeing 747's; from the one expansion will allow additional
aircraft FBO to national chains; from flexibility in scheduling for initial and
homebuilts to the most sophisticated recurrent (refresher) training.
corporate jet. Aero Insurance not only
places aviation insurance but also the
Roy is a graduate of Wayne State
other insurance products required by University, holding both a Bachelor's
the industry: workers' compensation, and Master's Degree as well as a
building and contents, bonds and Business Administration Degree from
business interruption. Risk analysis Central Michigan University. Further,
and consultation are an integral part of Roy has accumulated more than 6,500
our service.
hours as an ATP, CFII, MEII. For the
last eight years, Roy has flown
We practice what we preach: we Corporate for Gibraltar National
own and operate our own aircraft and Corporation as PIC in a Cheyenne I1
are very active in our support of general and provided Corporate service for
aviation through our membership and Brown Campbell Steel, both in the
committee participation in the NATA, Detroit area. Roy's Malibu-Mirage
NBAA, NARA, USPA, HAI, and experience includes a trans-Atlantic
others, Aero Insurance is the official flight (five Malibus over the Atlantic)
sponsored insurance broker for the and a catastrophic engine failure over
Cessna 172-182 Club. Aero is most Lake Erie at night (last issue of the
honored to be the program manager MalibwMirage Magazine).
for the MalibuIMirage Owners and
Pilots Association.
The future at Lester Kyle's Training
is looking very bright. Together, we
Due to its speculativenature, aviation are planning to serve an ever expanding

Avsoftech introduces GPS Simulators, simulation trainers for the Allied
Signal BendixIKing KLN90B and
KLN900 GPS Navigation Systems. It
utilizes Mode Control Panel and HIS
Displays,HelpTutorials, Allied Signal's
Pilots Guide and Context Sensitive Help
to aid in hands-on training.
AlliedSignal recognizes the increasing need for specialized GPS
trainingand has mailed Avsoftech's GPS
simulator software brochure to each of
its data base subscribers.

-

No longer will you have to remove
your unit from' the panel and purchase a
power supply to train yourself or your
students on your GPS receiver. Just load
our Simulation Training CD on your
laptop or desk top computer.
Making the transition to an EFIS,
FMS or GPS equipped cockpit is now as
simple as loading our software program
on to your computer. The Simulation
Trainer softwareincludes a seven-lesson
tutorial written by experienced flight
instructors for real life operations. The
lessons begin with normal operations of
the unit, entering flight plans, SIDs and
STARS,course modes, approaches, and
concludes with instructor-led approach
videos.

- --

Aircraft Loans ana eases
Designed to meet your specific needs
Our goal is to combine superior sevice with competitive rates and terms
'

For more information and an application

Call 800-357-5773

Have you made a deposit on a Meridian?
Call us, we may be able to help you free up that cash for other uses.

140 E. Town Street, Suite 1010
Columbus, OH 43215
(614) 221-5773
Fax (614) 221-2411

Serving the industry since 1975

Member of the
National Aircraft Finance Association

B

y the time you read this article, we will already be into
the new millennium and the
problems of Y2K will or will
not have impacted our computer-driven
world. Aviation, as we know it, is only
about 75 years into its life cycle. Certainly short in any major technology
chronological life span, but what an
impact it has had on the world. As an
old cigarette ad stated, "You've come a
long way baby." Our sector of the
aerospace industry, general aviation, has
received a lot of flow-through technological development from the military
and airline industriesin its short history.

products. Truly this has been the single
most significant accomplishment in the
aviation market in the last ten years.

This advanced technology has placed
a greater burden on pilots transitioning
from such complex singles as the Piper
Mirage to the PC 12 Pilatus. Now
upgrading pilots must learn not only just
the aircraft's operational and limitation
numbers, but also how to program and
operate the aircraft's extensive navigational equipment and sometimes
complex electronic maintenance informational systems (EMIS). The use of
this equipment is often like a home VCR.
Unfortunately, general aviation is Most people use only perhaps 5% to 7%
showing some signs of aging in the of its capability on a daily basis. The
process. The Otto process driven rest, representing some very sophisticated
powerplants produced by Continental capabilities, is never touched or thought
and Lycoming are essentially the same of by their owners. This "techno-phobia"
technological engines which powered fear held by a large portion of the male
general aviationaircraft in the late 1950s. pilot population is simply unfounded and
Sure, there have been improvements can be eradicated by education.
driven by the FAA and the engine
Pilot education, or to lump it into a
manufacturers,but they have been minor
more
common term, "Flight Training",
in relation to the basic design. The
airframes we fly, with the exception of has always been the key to advancement
the Piper Malibu, are on the average 30 in the aviation field. Advancement in the
years old. Tweaking by the major STC more generic sense also means retention
holders has improved upon the basic of those basic and fundamental skills to
designs, but none have had a radical fly an airplane safely in visual or
effect on the industry. However, there instrument conditions regardless of the
is one bright spot in this rather stagnated sophisticationof the equipmentinstalled.
This is the basis of recurrent training
scenario - avionics.
on the more complex machines opThough almost an adjunct to the erated in the fleet. It isn't sufficient to
aviation industry, the avionics man- say that we can get the aircraft into the
ufacturers stole the aviation show with air and back down again, but like the
their new computer-generated multi- TV VCR, it is imperative that we
function display (MFD) panels, integ- continue our education and expansion
rated navigation and communication on the use of the Flight Director/
GPS, TCAS, and moving map displays. Autopilot (FD/AP), GPS, MFD's, and
All stand alone in their use or integrate EMIS systems of the aircraft.
with one or more of the above-listed
Continued on Page 38

Millennium - Continued from Page 37

If any pilot doesn't think he needs to
learn more about these items, he needs
only to pick up the operating handbook
for each of these items and scroll to the
limitation section. Then he should ask
himself how many of the stated limitation
operations he can name from memory. I
dare say the average pilot could name
only one or two. This simple diagnostic
could easily become the basis for a selfhelp training program on the installed
equipment of your aircraft.
Having pointed out earlier in this
article that the big changes in general
aviation have been in the increased
use of electronic products in the
cockpit, I am going to regress slightly
in stating that flying, like football, is
an activity based on three fundamentals. The late Vince Lombardi
said that a good football player and,

mying, on the other hand, has as its
three basic functions: altitude,
heading, and airspeed control - the
three basic principles of flight. Ride
with a pilot who shows a high degree
of flying skill and look how he controls
the three previously stated variables.
His altitude control is not off more
than 100 Ft.; his heading variations
from assigned less than 10 degrees;
and his airspeed less than 10 KIAS
from his stated Vref.

Flying, going into the 21st Century
is going to see even greater changes than
we saw in the first 75 years of flight. I
don't think that we all will be flying
aircraft with the capabilities of the space
shuttle; but I do think gradually we will
see more use of turboprop engines in
general aviation airframes at acost much
lower than the stratospheric prices
commanded in today's market. I also
think we will see ever increasing use of
Mode S data link equipment coupled
with direct to navigation GPS units.
Mode S allows the pilot to communicate
with Air Traffic Control (ATC) via key
pad data link, thus reducing the need
for voice communications between the
pilot and ATC.

Interesting is the fact these are the
very limits specified in the Practical
Test Standards Guide for a private
pilot. How do you stand in controlling
these variables?

Having made these predictions, I am
going to sign off with a thought as old as
the Wright Brothers- watch your airspeed,
altitude, and heading, and enjoy flying
into the new millennium.

thus, a team should be able to run,
block, and tackle. All other football
plays and options are nothing more
than advanced variations of these three
fundamentals.

Piper Maintenance Manuals On CD-ROM!
At last! All the service information you need for Piper
Aircraft. Maintenance manuals, parts catalogs, wiring diagrams, service bulletins, service letters, even an interactive
parts ordering form.. .all on CD-ROM.
Save time by researching information faster. Save space by
not having to keep volumes of books around. Never have to
file microfiche updates again!
Zoom in on parts breakdowns to get a closer look. Print out
diagrams and take them right to your plane.
Don't wait! Call now and order your quarterly-updated subscription. All current productions models are completed and
we are taking orders for older models as well.

Take your manuals with you! Paper manuals
can weigh up to 31 Ib's while CD's only weigh
3.4 oz's. Keep one in your airplane at all times.

Only $299.00

One of my goals in life has been tofly to the Bahamas nonstop, but my former Pipers
were incapable of doing that. They necessitated a stop in Georgia and
the Florida east coast enroute before heading out over the water
Nevin Wax

w

e left Murfreesboro,Tennessee at 06:45 in our
transportation to Paradise. There, the temperatures were "T-shirt" (expected wind
chill: 70-85 degrees), sunrise 0600, sunset 2100, pure visibility unlimited vertically and horizontally, unrestrictedview
of the water surroundingour rented house
situated on a modest rise, and 788 miles
from work!
I should not have been disappointed
about the weather, but it was crummy.
The ceiling was 2,100 feet and
visibility about one to twomiles which 0
was worse than forecast and the
freezing level was to be around 12,000.
We were filed for 21,000 to Vero
Beach. (Everybody in the Malibu
Kingdom knows where VRB is!
Malibus were born there.)

checked again, the windshield held ice
crystalsand the wing moisture had frozen
rain rivulets back beyond the boots. This
trip had turned out to be a lot of IMC for
this Malibu man. Usually, we are out of
the clouds by 5,000 feet.
Since we are headed for paradise,
you would think we would not need
much baggage, but with 4 people, we
are still at gross weight having taken
about 27 minutes to get to altitude. We
are experiencing a normal headwind
component, but it is not bad. Our TAS

I

On this trip I had done the usual
selling ahead of time about no coffee or drinks, so an early departure
would make it easy to do the 788 mile
trip in about 4.5 hours in our HyperPiper. The only hang-up was that the
wife was talking about eating at C. J.
Cannons in VRB.

,

is 187 KTS (65%) and our GS is 182 as
we zoom on toward Florida. We can see
the problems Savannah, Georgia is
having this morning. Surprisingly,
tops over there are not much above 1618,000 for now anyway. In spite of
the lumps there, the Stormscope shows
no activity going on.

Our climb to 21,000 included IMC
through 14,000. Boy, was it good to see
the sunshine! There had been a few
bumps on the climb and I had dutifully
We were cleared direct to VRB but
hit all the electric switches I could find have been rerouted several times. I have
for anti-ice heat and opened the alternate just taken a temperature check about
engineair doorjust incase. I was scanning lunch and other things with the question
instruments and checking the rain about going nonstop to MYAM (Marsh
streaking up the windshield, wondering Harbour, Abaco, Bahamas). From the
when it was going to turn to ice, when we Ocala VOR into VRB, it will take an
popped up through the tops. When I additional 20-30 minutes to descend,

probably an hour on the ground to refuel,
eat and then another 20-30 minutes for
climbout. We are in a position that it will
only add about one hour to our flight
time to get to MYAM (200 miles east of
West Palm Beach). All passengers agree
to go for it!

Our two new passengers (new to small
planes) have had a lot of questions about
the trip. One of the questions was: how
far can you see? I took a shot at that
question and answered: today - 100 to
200 miles. Which means that we could
basically look east toward the Gulf
1 Stream and beyond to determine that
there were no CBs or hazardous
weather to contend with. Since I
don't do international flights often, I
checked with Flight Service to see if
I needed to refile an international
flight plan. No -just ask ATC to
change destination, which I did. The
next controller surprisedus by giving
- us direct destination, which put our
flight path directly over "The Cape"
outbound. Not only the Cape, but right
over the departure towers. Our ground
speed went up to 207.
Our right front seat passenger was
first to spot the change in color of the
Gulf Stream from blue to the Bahamas'
emerald waters. We hadentered paradise
at 20,000 feet. Because of VMC
conditions, it was becoming very easy to
pick out each island from the Sectional
map. Miami Center started us down
about 90 miles out. And, we heard fellow
M*MOPA member, N88AM, asking for
lower descendinginto Walkers Cay. We
could now visually see our destination
Continued on Page 40
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Paradise Continued from Page 39

weather was scattered to broken.
Marsh Harbour has become apopular
place with three to four airlines going in
there along with many chartercompanies.
I followed a Cherokee Six landing
runway 9, and I, in turn, was followed by
a Bahamas Air Gulf-stream. Others
were calling in some miles out. It
was a good example of great
cooperation as everybody spaced very
nicely. The ramp was full of General
Aviation planes, and I had to look
hard for a place to fit these long
wings into. On departure, the ramp
had 1 1 single engine and five multiengine planes.
Customs and Immigration were
cordial again. Our friend with a station
wagon was waiting to deliver us to
"Runaway Hill". Rental houses here
and in the Caribbean usually haveunique

names. For instance, on the Eastern
Shore: Sea Scape, SeaBreeze, SeaCove,
Sea Grape, Beyond Reach, Beacon Hill,
and Crosswinds are some of the names.
Day I , Sunday - We have settled in,
having had almost4 extra hours available
to us because of our quick Malibu nonstopper from homeplate on Saturday.

One of our passengers has become sinus
free. He said, 30minutes after we landed,
they had cleared. Other surprise
injectionsof salt water during snorkeling

gave steady improvement to that
condition! The most work on Saturday
was to move the lounge chair around the
deck to catch the delicious, cool, steady
easterly breeze.
On Sunday, we chose to attend
church with our friends. The ladies
still wear small, white head coverings.
There was a coffeelcake break at
10:30. At 10:45, a visiting speaker
delivered a fine gospel message.
He had been a preacher since about
21 years of age, having grown up in
Bermuda and gone to Abaco as a
missionary. His influence through
the islands has been substantial.
Weather was excellent!
Day 2, Monday - Our friends
have decided that Monday is "bum"
day. They have brought all the different
lotions to enhance and save their hides.
They also check out the snorkeling gear

We are looking for a few good pilots

Continued on Page 43
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If your goal is real Malibu-Mirage proficiency
and you are willing to work hard to achieve it,
CALL US.
Ron ,Cox
Pres~dent

JJAVIATION TRAINING MANAGEMEN

Post Office Box 2611 Vero Beach, Florida 32961
John Marian1
Director of Tra~nlng
CALL (561) 778-7815 or FAX (561) 778-9958 L M a l i b d M ~ r a e e
Insurance approved for factory equivalent initial and recurrent PA 46 training.

.
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Our convention this year centers around the Baltimore Inner Harbor,
one of the most interesting and fun places in the country. More information
is forthcoming. In the meantime, enjoy the view in photos.
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Modern Aero, Inc

Modem Aero's FAA Certified Repair Station and Piper-Authorized Service
Facility has been providing the highest quality and most reliable service you can
depend on for over 31 years. You can count on our attention to detail and
complete Customer Satisfaction. Our Service Technicians are factory trained
with extensive experienceregarding the MalibuMirage. Modem Aero provides
scheduled service and minor repairs to major installations.
TSIO-550 STC Installation Center
Dealer for Spoilers, Inc.
Radar Pod Installations

TBM 700 Service Center
Extensive Parts Inventory
Avionics Installations

14801 Pioneer Trail, Flying Cloud Airport
Minneapolis, MN 55347
Telephone: (612) 94 1-2595 Fax: (6 12) 941-0307
Certified Repair Station MZER l98L

1

Website: www.modernaero.com

Email: rnodernaero@mindspring.com

I 'RAINING
TRAINING A T YOUR
LOCATION OR OURS.
(727) 822-161 1

@ ECLIPSE
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FAX:(727) 821-90

INIERNA~NAL, INC.

Paradise - Continued from Page 40

we brought along. They went looking
for sand dollars but found zilch. An
occasional infusion of sea water kept the
sinuses free all week! Later in the week,
after some coaching, they found more
sand dollars than my Malibu wanted to
cany home! Weather on Monday: ditto!
Day 3, Tuesday - This laid-back
planned vacation included a feny trip to
Man '0 War Cay. After we learned
how to operate the satellite dish, we
dutifully observed the Weather
Channel. The radar for the previous
eight hours showed a white ball
rolling out of the northwest just
southeast of Jacksonville. Now,
Jacksonville is some 325 miles NNW
of Marsh Harbour. My personal
observation at 8:00 AM showed
nothing but a few high clouds in that
direction, and decided that rain gear
would not be necessary.

The 9 o'clock observation took
my breath away! There, just north
perhaps by 10 miles, was a thunderstorm entering the maturing stage.
By 10:OO there was no question, we
were going to need rain gear. We
made it to the dock, and on board
the ferry, in time to watch the black
roll cloud approach.
It stretched
from our now small horizon to
horizon. You could see the
accompanying effects of the wind
as it swiftly swept toward us. Palm
trees swayed and you could actually
see the waves form from the
advancing wind. At 10:30, all ferry
windows were closed and the
captain calmly pulled out, picking
a path close to the lee shore. Beyond
us were waves 2-4 feet, and 1
estimated the wind to be 20-30 knots
with plenty of white caps! It rained
for the 20 minute trip. Our stay on the
island was for about 2 hours with a
few sprinkles, accompanied by conch
fritters and cheeseburgers.
Day 4, Wednesday - Another day in
paradise; weather perfect! The visibility

certainly must be commented on. We
can look north toward the Sea of Abaco
and absolutely marvel at the pristine
clarity of the air. Looking South is
identical. You can look for miles and
miles and note the tops of trees on distant
islands as if they were jutting up out of
the water. Of course, straight up out of
the hammock, the viz is 250,000+ miles!
We noted each day that several
black buzzards cruise feet away from

his wings. They are beautiful flyers!
Now, if you and I could only . . .
Day 5, Thursday -We encourage our
passengers to take the ferry to Hopetown.
They do . . .and my wife and I walk into
town to meet more friends. Our lunch is
fish and chips at "Walleys". They must
have a patent on the preparation of the
grouper. It is fantastic! We are further
blessed by being invited to a family gettogether supper serving grilled Dolphin,
potato salad and fixings along with
dessert of homemade coconut ice
cream! Weather today is paradise
perfect.
Day 6, Friday - Wind has shifted
tothe South today, so it is abit warmer.
The guests plan on more sun tanning
and snorkeling and we keep the chaise
lounge occupied. Hey! We are 788
miles from work! Tonight we take
our Bahamian friendsto world famous
"Mother Merle's" (locally spoken as
"Mudder Merles") kitchen. Made
famous by good cooking and years of
yachties telling about it.
Day 7, Saturday - The title to
this article has been shot to pieces.
Today is departure day. It is not
paradise! I have been awake
listening to thunder surrounding the
island since 04:OO. I make my
resolve that I will not fly out of this
place no matter what. It has been
raining, raining, low viz, windy.
The Weather Channel only shows a
few small green blobs out our way.
We had planned to leave the house
at 07:00. It is 10:00, and the
cleaning woman has come to
suggest it is time to move on, and I
don't want to leave!

our deck! Today, I walked a half mile
east just to look at the scenery (as if we
didn't have enough already). I am 20
feet from several garbage cans at a
driveway when I spot this black
buzzard looking over his feast. He did
a beautiful take off - then flying up
the sloping drive with just two flaps of

I have my VHF hand-held with
me. There are no airliners coming or
going. At 10:15, I look to the West
and behold, there is a small break in
the sky showing blue. A few minutes
later, more blue sky! Whoopee, we're
going home! I call an Aztec on final
who reports that the trip over from
Continued on Page 45
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YOU'LLBE GLAD YOU DID!

Paradise - Continued from Page 43

Ft. Lauderdalewas easy. We leave paradise at 12:50. One hour and twenty
minutes flight
- time later, we land in Ft.
Pierce to clear customs.
We are not home yet.
Across the Florida Peninsula there are occasional
build-ups but easily topable at 9- 11,000. The
flight briefing for going
home contains no convective sigmets and
nothing else all the way
home. We obtain our
clearance, but before we
get to the end of the
runway, Clearance Delivery comes back with an
amendedrouting. Instead
of going direct, we now are cleared to
Lakeland,Ocala,CrossCitydirect.Good
thing, too. It is 13:00, and already

Orlando is covered with a CB. We keep
going West 'ti1 we see the west coast.

'

Before we get to Cross City, we
must decide whether to go NE toward

Taylor VOR or West toward Panama
City for weather avoidance. Since all
this stuff is moving NE at 20 KTS, we

........
............
..........

elect to drive toward Panama City.
Tallahassee is under a Convective
Sigmet as is Montgomery and Eufaula,
Alabama. Atlanta Center is stacking
airliners over Columbus and ever
further Southwest.
With continual radar
updates from ATC, we
finally can go straight
North toward MBT. We
have elected to fly at
22,000, and spend two
IMC hours in cirrus
clouds with occasional
light rime icing.
Nashville is reporting
500 overcast with
moderate rain and the
AWOS at MBT says
lower broken at 1400
feet. We, finally, have
to shoot a real IFR approach into home
plate. But, it was worth it for 7 days in
paradise!

The Truth is Out
Look No Further
Lowest in Cost
Highest in quality

.............

LESTER KYLE'S AIRCRAFT TRAINING
INITIAL & REFRESHER
Providing training in the Malibu-Mirage & Jet Prop DLX. From the early days at the Piper
Training Center, Lester has conducted more than 900 MalibufMirage training sessions.
insurance authorizedfor factory replacement training.
Serving the US, Canada & Hawaii
Client Recommendations: I haveflown with Lester for thepast 13 years since
my initial, and what I like about Lester is his way of correctingyou and advising
you about what needs to be improved. In addition, his mechanicalknowledge of
the aircraft has more than once ledto a neededfix ofpotentialproblem. I now
take recurrent training mery six months, including night and IFR, and nmerfail
to learn something new on wery visit. Highly recommended.
Sy Weiner

Kansas Area Connection

PO Box 699 1 Vero Beach, FL 3296 1
561-562-5438 fax 561-56445 14
lXY4KYLE@~ol.com www.flv4kvle.com

Tom Deutsch 9 13-45 1-1222
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Victor Engines Go The Distance
World Wide Customer Support for Pilots Who Demand the
Ultimate in Piston Engine Dependability, Performance, and Safety

GUARANTEED
Extended Limited Warranty of 750 hours118 months based on 115% of TBO
AFFORDABLE
For only slightly more than the cost of a factory remanufactured engine you get:
Increased performance and more cost eficient operation Increased reliability and lower maintenance costs
Increased aircraft value and higher resale Increased safety and "priceless"peace of mind
Call today or visit our Web site to order a quotation package and FREE 45 minute video covering all of our overhaul products and
complete Aircraft Service Center capabilities.

GREENTREE
Financ~ng(800) 85 1-1367

P.O. Box 50608 Palo Alto, CA USA 94303
Ph. 800-207-0061 650-856-7616 Fax 650-856-1743
e-mail victorav@best.com Web site www.victor-aviation.com
FAA Repair Station #BJ3R399L

The Socata TBM 700...
Keep up with

the competition.
(Call CHIfor more information)

Photo Courtesy of Socata Aircraft

In today's fast paced world you need to have a
"Rocket Ship" like the Socata TBM 700 to keep up
with the competition. With an average cruise
speed of 285 KTAS at 28,000 feet the aircraft will
fly 1175 NM with IFR reserves, luggage, full fuel,
and 3 persons on board.
With over twenty years experience in selling
Corporate Turboprop and Jet aircraft Corporate
Airsearch Int'l has the experience, integrity, and
knowledge to lead your company into the new
millenium. Our company has specialized in the

CAI FOR MORE
INFORMATIONON THE FOLLOWINGAIRCRAFI' FOR SALE.
CALL T H E PROFESSIONALSAT

Socata TBM 700 for the last several years and all
of our clients have been extremely satisfied with
our service as well as the quality and performance of their TBM 700 aircraft.
For further information on how you can become a
TBM 700 owner please call James P.Hanley, Vice
President, Sales & Marketing for a current listing
of TBM 700's for sale or to arrange a demonstration flight. Our company can facilitate a trade of
-your current aircraft for a TBM 700.

-

1999 TBM 700,175 Homs TOTALTIME.
EFTS, LARGE
DOOR,3-YEAR
WARRANTY
1995 TBM 700,265 Homs TOTALT
M
IE
EFTS, FREON
AIR,NICE PAINT& ~NTERIOR
1991TBM 700, 1560 HOURS
TOTALTIME
2-OWNERS
SINCE NEW, FACTORY
MAINTAINED
1996 F'WER MIRAGE, 595 Horns TOTALTIME
1-OWNER
SINCE NEW, LIKENEW CONDITION

CORPORATE
AIRSEARCH

S O ~ T A

IMERNAMINAL, w.

G R O U P E AEROSPATIALE

150 E. Palmetto Pk. Rd., Suite 550, Boca Raton, FL 33432 Tel: 561.750.8221 Fax: 561.750.6221
www.CaiJets.com email: cai@CaiJets.com

.
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Columbia Aircraft Sales, Inc.
The Exclusive Piper Distributor & Service Center
for New England, New York & New Jersey

Sales:
4 A Professional Sales & Technical Team
with knowledge & expertise in all Piper
models t o help you find the right aircraft
t o fit your needs.
4 Network of Authorized Sales Affiliates
conveniently located through out
Columbia's territory.
Sewice Center:
4 Authorized New York, New Jersey & New
England New Piper Service Center.
Staffed with factory trained technicians.
High performance, single engine
specialists.

+
+

Pare:
4 Authorized Piper Parts distributor
.f. Direct connection to Piper's Parts Distribution
Center for immediate confirmation of an item in
stock.
4 Fast, courteous service.

Avionics:
4 Authorized Service Center for Allied Signal, King
Silver Crown & S-TEC Autopilot Systems.
4 Specializing i n the installation of King, Trimble &
Garmin GPS systems.
4 Custom Design & Installation for all equipment &
Inflight Entertainment Systems.

One call Connects You To 25 Malibu/Mirage Experts!

Experience The Columbia Difference!
Columbia Aircraft Sales, Inc.
Groton-New London Airport
Groton, CT 06340
FAA Certified Repair Station #S05R204N
Phone: (860)449-8999
Fax: (860)449-9924
Email: columbia@pcnet.com
www.columbia-air.com

&A

Piper

...YOU'RENOT LIKE A N THE REST
As you climb into the cockpit you can feel it.
This is the fastest single turbo-prop in the
world* the TBM 700. Its cutting-edgetechnology responds to your
every command. This is a pilot's airplane and it will give you every
ounce of performance you demand.
Back in the cabin, luxury rules. Lean back in supple leather seats to savor
the luxurious sumundings. Your guests will appreciate its elegant wood
and detailed trimmings. The very finest in traveling comfort.
As a businessman you appreciate its economy and flexibility but as
an aviator. it's TBMpo's speed that moves you. A unique, powerful, flying experience - unlike any other.

TBM700
-

..

...

Maybe that's why it suits you so well
* Certified as per FAR part 23 Amdt i through

SXXTA
A m c ~ n
NORTHRRRVAlRPORT- 7 5 0 1 ~ M S R O K EPINES
FL33023 USA- PHONE: 19 5 4 893 1400 Fu: 19 5 4 893 1402
E-MAIL :MAILB)SOCATMIRCR*FT.COM

-

-

-

-

INTERNATIONA~
SOCATA LETERMINAL WTIMENT
413
AVIATION D'AFFAIRES 93352 LE BOURGETCEDEX
FRAN~~-P~O~~:33149346969-F~(:33149346971
E-MAIL :INFO O SOCATA.COM
ZOUE
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ADVERTISING
RATES

IING UPDATE
THE FOLLOWING FAOFFER INITIAL &OR
RECURRENT
TRAMMG FOR THE MALIBU*MIRAGE

Display Rates
Full Page

Black & Whiie
Wih One Color
Full Color

$ 250.00
460.00
1,200.00

Half Page

Black & White
With One Color
Full Color

$ 160.00
370.00
790.00

Inside Front Cover:
Black & White
With One Color
Full Color
Inside Back Cover:
Black & Whiie
Wih One Color
Full Color
Back Cover:
Full Color Only

Classified Rates

INiTIALMTD REFRESHER TRAINING

The classif&d advertising section includes
used aircraft, servbs and used equipment.
Three column format (columnwidth 2-3116").

AVAILABLE AT FACILITY,
OR CAN DISPATCH TO OWNER'S

Regular line classified (42 typemitten
characters per line - including spaces).

BASE ON REQUEST

Per insertion
Publisher reserves the right to refuse or withdraw advertising.

INlTIALANDREFRESH&R

TrUININC

Electronic files, camera copy or film negatives
only. Overallmagazinesize is&3/8"X 10-718".

PROVIDED ON REQUEST

For space reqand rchadullng, call
RUM)Caauwe M-MOPA
P. 0. Box 1288
Green Valley, AZ 85622
(520) 399-1121 Fax (520) 648-3823

JAY AZLEN IS DIRECTOR
OP
MALJEUTRAINING

Send all ad materials to the Publisher:

The Jemar Company
3488 North Valdorta Road ISte 200
Valdosta, Gaorgla 31602
The MalibrrMimp Magazine is m n t l y distributed toallregistereddomesticom)81s
ofthe PA-46
aircraft, i.e., approximately 700+. Distribution to
i
s wotk%wideisapproximately575+.

i!imIim

CLASSIFIED ADS

INFIULANDRE~RE~EER
TRAINING ON REQUEST

-

FLORIDA Spruce Creek Fly-in
America's Remier Fly-in Community.
4,000' paved lighted nmway, paved taxiways, full service FBO, golf and tennis
CountryClub, 24 hour d t y , 15&uks
fiomDaytonaBeachIntanatonalAuport
andtheOcean.PilatsServinnPilats.Patand
~ e r m y~hlsson,puce & m-in
ally. W&site wwwfly-hcom. 80&9324437. Evening 904-761-8804.

I

CALENDAR
-

September 20-24,2000 10th Annual Convention
Renaissance Harbourplace Hotel Baltimore, Maryland
'

We Know
Not a ~eacfi

You no longer have to be concerned about your
MalibuIMirage insurance.
Simply call Professional lnsurance Management -the ONE
insurance agency that
completely
understands your
protection needs and
-let them take the worry
out of your life. C
Lisa Allison,
T. W. Anderson, or
Tim Bonnell in
Wichita at
1-800-826-4442, or Bill Voorhis on the East Coast at
1-888-746-4352 and let Professional lnsurance Management
handle every aspect of your aviation insurance exactly the way
you want it - because they know Malibu's and Mirage's and the
people who fly them.
~rofessionalInsurance Management is a member of
Malibu~MiraqeOwners and Pilots Association.

-

--

'

Call toll-free
Wichita Home Office

Eastern Branch

1-800-826-4442

1-888-746-4352

Professional
Insurance
Management
AVIATION INSURANCE

2120 Airport Road PO.Box 12750 Mid-Continent Airport
Wichita, Kansas 67277
1-316-942-0699
FAX 1-316-942-1 260
Horn Office 7-8OO-826-#442
Eastern Branch 7-888-746-4352

+

SIMCOM provides
FACTORY APPROVED training
for the MALIBU/MIRAGE

EXPERIENCED INSTRUCTORS
SIMCOM instructors are highly experienced professional pilots.
They are also career aviation educators with specific expertise on
your airplane. Thousands of satisfied SIMCOM customers know
from experience that SIMCOM instructors are the best in the business.
PERSONALIZED SERVICE
With no more than two students per class, only SIMCOM can tailor
instruction to your exact needs. And with the same instructor in the
classroom and the simulator, you'll train at a comfortable pace with
emphasis on issues that are important to you.

Train& irlso aWleat ow
Vero Bead, Florida WIi&
for the Piper Seneca and
Piper Saratoga

BEST PRICE, VALUE AND G U A M E E
SIMCOM provides the best value at the very best prices in the
business. And, we are so sure of the quality of our programs we give
you a 100% satisfaction guarantee.

Cr
'

VISUAL SIMULATION TECHNOLOGY
As a technology leader, SIMCOM pioneered visual motion in-flight
simulation. This technology is now recognized as the future of flight
simulation. See the difference. It works!

Call today for your
personal copy
IMCOM's introd~

7

Orlando, FL

Scottsdale, A Z

Vero Beach, FL
www.simulator.com

7500 Municipal Drive Orlando, FL 32819 Tel: 407-345-051 1 Fax: 407-345-1282

